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Wedding Ceremony Jacket As Worn By Michael
(1996)

 

                

This is the black wool military style jacket that Michael wore to his wedding with Debbie Rowe on November
14th, 1996. Â The jacket features buttons with crown over crest logos reading "The Welch Regiment", with
red and gold falcon patches at the shoulders.

From Julien's Auctions:

A black wool military style jacket with button front closure and two front chest pockets. The jacket features
buttons with crown over crest logos reading "The Welch Regiment", red and gold falcon patches at shoulders,
with matching patches on purple, gold and red eppaulets, with signature armband on right arm in burgundy
silk. This is the jacket Michael Jackson was wearing when he married Debbie Rowe in Sydney Australia
November 14, 1996. Jackson was in Australia for his 1996 - 1997 HIStory world tour. In addition to marrying
the mother of his children, Jackson attended a premiere for his short film "Ghosts." It was widely documented
in the Australian media that Jackson contacted the Brent Street School of Performing Arts to see if some of
the children from the school could accompany him to the premiere. The children readily accepted the
invitation and attended the premiere only to be caught in a mob rush on Jackson after the screening. Jackson
invited all of the children back to his hotel with him to make sure they were all alright. Once at the hotel
Jackson held a party in his room for the children including ice cream and pillow fights. The children were
allowed to pick one of Jackson's personal wardrobe items to keep as a gift at the end of the evening. Adam
De Roma picked this jacket that Jackson had just worn during his marriage ceremony to Debbie Rowe.
Laminated news articles including images of De Roma wearing the jacket with other children who also
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attended the party as well as news photos of Jackson wearing the jacket during the marriage ceremony are
included with this lot.

Sold by Julien's Auctions (Lot #416) for $66,000 at their 2010 Music Icons auction. Â All screen captures are
the property of their respective owners.

Vendor Information

Reviews: There are no reviews for this item. 
Please log in to write a review.
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